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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
----------------------------------------------------------------- x  
PROSPECT CAPITAL CORPORATION, 

 Plaintiff, 
 

- against - 

MORGAN LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP AND 
MATTHEW SCHERNECKE, 

 Defendants. 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 

Index No. _______ 

 

COMPLAINT 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED  

----------------------------------------------------------------- x  
 

 Plaintiff Prospect Capital Corporation (“Prospect”), by and through its undersigned 

attorneys, alleges as follows: 

1. This action arises from the defendant’s professional negligence in the rendering of 

legal services. 

2. Defendant Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP (“Morgan Lewis”) is a multinational, 

“white-shoe” law firm employing over 2,000 attorneys in 31 offices across North America, 

Europe, Asia, and the Middle East.  Morgan Lewis has 18 offices in the United States, including 

in New York City, with many of its partners residing in New York.  Morgan Lewis’s partners 

typically charge up to or more than $1,000 per hour for providing “elite” legal services.  According 

to the American Lawyer, Morgan Lewis earned over $2.5 billion in gross revenue in 2021 and is 

ranked #10 on the American Lawyer’s 2022 Am Law 200 ranking of law firms.   
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3. Morgan Lewis holds itself out as experienced in representing middle market lenders 

in first- and second-lien financings. On its website it states: “our middle-market acquisition and 

leveraged finance practice represents major lenders and arrangers in first- and second-lien 

financings, senior secured and unsecured mezzanine financings, and first-out/last-out financings.”1  

4. Morgan Lewis claims that: “Our lawyers are industry thought leaders. Many are 

active in the Loan Syndications and Trading Association, and they frequently speak before the 

American Bar Association, the Association of Commercial Finance Attorneys, the Secured 

Finance Network, the Practicing Law Institute, the American Bankruptcy Institute, and the 

International Insolvency Institute.”2  

5. Defendant Matthew Schernecke (“Schernecke”) was, at all relevant times, a lawyer 

at Morgan Lewis, where he previously served as the New York office local practice group leader 

for the finance practice.  He graduated from University of Chicago Law School in 2002 and worked 

at Morgan Lewis from October of 2002 to October of 2021.  He describes his practice as “advises 

direct lenders, mezzanine investment funds, and venture capital investors in a variety of debt and 

investment transactions with borrowers of all sizes, types, and structures. . . .  Matthew 

[Schernecke] leads transactions spanning diverse industries, including financial services, real 

estate, retail, life sciences, health care, technology, food and beverage, hospitality, film and music 

entertainment, media, and telecommunications.”3  He was first licensed to practice law in New 

York in 2003.  Schernecke has received numerous awards and recognitions as a lawyer, including 

as a “New York Metro Rising Star” by New York Super Lawyers from 2013-2016, a “Rising Star” 

 
1 https://www.morganlewis.com/services/transactional-finance; retrieved Oct. 11, 2022. 
2 https://www.morganlewis.com/services/transactional-finance; retrieved Oct. 11, 2022. 
3 https://www.hoganlovells.com/en/schernecke-matthew; retrieved Oct. 11, 2022. 
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by IFLR1000 in 2015, 2017-2021, and for “Finance: Restructuring (Including Bankruptcy): 

Corporate” by Legal 500 US in 2022.4  Schernecke is now a partner in the New York office of the 

international law firm Hogan Lovells US LLP.  

6. Plaintiff Prospect, a business development company that provides loans to middle 

market companies, was a client of Morgan Lewis, having engaged Morgan Lewis’s legal services 

pursuant to an engagement letter dated January 29, 2013.  Prospect relied upon the legal advice 

and transaction services of Morgan Lewis in numerous transactions from January 2013 until 

Morgan Lewis terminated its representation of Prospect in July 2022. 

7. On or about February 19, 2014, Prospect provided a senior secured term loan in the 

amount of $17 million (the “Prospect Loan”) to Venio LLC (“Venio”), a company engaged in the 

recovery of unclaimed property on behalf of Venio’s clients.  Morgan Lewis served as counsel to 

Prospect and provided legal advice and transaction services to Prospect in connection with the 

Prospect Loan.  Morgan Lewis drafted the loan agreement and the related loan and security 

documents documenting the Prospect Loan (the “Prospect Loan Agreement”), which was 

subsequently amended.  Morgan Lewis served as counsel to Prospect in connection with the 

amendments to the Prospect Loan Agreement and provided legal advice to Prospect in connection 

with all other transactions concerning the Prospect Loan, and Prospect’s litigation strategy 

concerning defaults in connection with the Prospect Loan, until December 2020.  

8. In December 2014, Keane Holdings, Inc. (“KHI”), the ultimate parent of Venio, 

sought a $12 million loan (the “SVB Loan”) from Silicon Valley Bank (“SVB”).  KHI is a holding 

company.  The only asset of KHI is its ownership of equity in Venio.5  Incurrence of the SVB 

 
4 Id. 
5 KHI directly owns 100% of the equity of Venio’s parent company, Venio Holding Corp., which 
in turn directly owns 100% of the equity of Venio. 
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Loan by KHI was prohibited under the Prospect Loan Agreement and, therefore, KHI required 

Prospect’s consent before KHI was permitted to incur the SVB Loan.  

9. As a condition precedent to consenting to the SVB Loan, which originally was 

envisioned to be documented as an equity investment by the owners of KHI but instead later 

became a subordinated (junior) loan to provide credit support to senior lenders, Prospect required 

SVB, KHI, Venio, and certain affiliates of Venio to agree to a debt subordination agreement in 

favor of Prospect.  Pursuant to the debt subordination agreement, Prospect intended to ensure that 

the SVB Loan would be subordinated to the Prospect Loan so that the Prospect Loan would have 

to be paid in full before the SVB Loan could be paid.  Prospect engaged Morgan Lewis to negotiate 

and document such a debt subordination agreement on Prospect’s behalf. 

10. Venio’s other senior lender, Bank of Montreal (“BMO”), had already begun 

negotiating a debt subordination agreement with SVB, KHI, Venio, and certain Venio affiliates.  

On December 15, 2014, Morgan Lewis notified Prospect via email that Prospect would be added 

as a party to the debt subordination agreement that BMO had drafted: 

The Chapman/BMO draft of the subordination agreement in relation to the SVB 
loan documents initially did not include Prospect. I subsequently confirmed with 
Chapman [counsel for BMO] that we will be included as a fellow senior creditor 
thereunder and, of course, they agreed that we would be included. We’re marking 
it up to reflect this.  
 

(Emphasis added.) 
 
11. Notably, the debt subordination agreement would provide for a “turnover” remedy 

in favor of Prospect in the event SVB received any payment on the SVB Loan in breach of the 

debt subordination agreement, as Defendant Schernecke, a Morgan Lewis lawyer at the time, 

explained in the December 15, 2014 email to Prospect: 

As a general matter, the subordination agreement is short-form but it does 
accomplish the highlights as follows: . . . there is a turnover provision in relation to 
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distributions to/payments on the SVB debt to the extent that SVB receives a 
payment in violation of the subordination provisions. . . . 
 

(Emphasis added.) 
 
12. In the secured lending industry, a turnover provision is the typical and customary 

remedy in a debt subordination agreement that requires a junior lender to disgorge and pay over to 

a senior lender any payments or funds such junior lender has received in violation of the debt 

subordination provisions.  A turnover provision also gives a senior lender a direct cause of action 

against a junior lender that receives unpermitted payments on its junior loan in breach of the debt 

subordination agreement, and therefore a turnover provision is one of the key remedies available 

to a senior lender under a debt subordination agreement.   

13. As Morgan Lewis noted in its December 15, 2014 email to Prospect, the draft debt 

subordination agreement contained a turnover provision providing that any payments SVB 

received from any “Keane Entity” in breach of the debt subordination agreement were required to 

be turned over for the benefit of the senior lenders, including Prospect.  “Keane Entity” was defined 

to include KHI, Venio, and certain affiliates of Venio.  Accordingly, any payments SVB received 

in breach of the debt subordination agreement from any “Keane Entity”, including KHI (the 

borrower on the SVB Loan), would be subject to the turnover provision. 

14. On December 17, 2014, Schernecke marked up the draft debt subordination 

agreement on behalf of Prospect and sent comments to counsel for BMO, which subsequently sent 

the draft to Kirkland & Ellis LLP (“Kirkland”), counsel for KHI.  The Prospect deal team, 

comprised of a managing director, a junior business professional, and an in-house lawyer, trusted 

and relied upon Schernecke and Morgan Lewis’s competence and expertise to achieve Prospect’s 

objectives and did not provide comments on any of the drafts of the debt subordination agreement.   
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15. On December 19, 2014, Kirkland, on behalf of KHI, sent a revised draft, which 

included comments from KHI and SVB, to Morgan Lewis.  The revised draft drastically changed 

the scope of the turnover provision.   

16. The turnover provision (found in paragraph 5 of the debt subordination agreement) 

continued to apply to any payments SVB, as junior lender, received from any “Keane Entity” in 

breach of the debt subordination agreement.  However, the definition of “Keane Entity” was 

changed in the preamble to the debt subordination agreement to exclude KHI.  Thus, any payments 

SVB received from KHI in payment of the SVB Loan, even if such payments breached the debt 

subordination agreement, would not be subject to the turnover provision because the turnover 

provision no longer included KHI.  An excerpt of the redline sent by Kirkland showing the changes 

to the preamble is pasted below. 
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17. Morgan Lewis never told Prospect that the turnover provision had been 

significantly narrowed so as effectively to rob Prospect of its turnover remedy for breaches of the 

debt subordination agreement so long as the payments to SVB originated from KHI, the borrower 

under the SVB Loan.  To the contrary, Morgan Lewis left Prospect with the understanding that the 

turnover remedy would apply to any and all breaches of the debt subordination agreement, which 

is customary in secured lending.  Indeed, the scope of the turnover provision in customary 

subordination agreements is universally the same as the related operative debt subordination 

provision, i.e. the turnover remedy applies to all breaches of the agreement.  But here, there was a 

mismatch between the debt subordination provision in paragraph 1 (which applied to payments 

from any source, including KHI) and the turnover provision in section 5 (which did not apply to 

payments made by KHI because KHI was excluded from the definition of “Keane Entities”). 

18. Upon receiving the new draft, Schernecke forwarded the email from Kirkland with 

the draft papers and informed Prospect that Morgan Lewis was “reviewing now and will, 

thereafter, advise with [Morgan Lewis’s] view as to whether we need to pursue anything 

incremental on this document.”  Forty-five minutes later, Schernecke wrote to Prospect, “after 

review of the SVB/Kirkland revisions, the document still works for us, substantively.”  The 

Prospect recipients relied upon and trusted Morgan Lewis and Schernecke to review the revised 

drafts and to advise whether there were any substantive changes. 

19. On December 23, 2014, Prospect, SVB, and the other parties to the debt 

subordination agreement executed the document, and Prospect accordingly and simultaneously 

gave its consent to the consummation of the SVB Loan.  Prospect signed the documents in reliance 

upon Morgan Lewis’s advice that the debt subordination agreement “still works for us, 

substantively,” believing that there was no material change to the turnover provision and that the 
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turnover remedy would be available in the event of any breach of the debt subordination.  Prospect 

relied on the vast experience of Morgan Lewis and Schernecke in representing middle market 

lenders in first- and second-lien financing and, in particular, documenting transactions like this 

one.  In reality, Morgan Lewis failed to advise Prospect that the turnover provision now excluded 

payments in breach of the debt subordination provision so long as such payments originated from 

KHI, the borrower under the SVB Loan.  

20. Prospect also relied upon Morgan Lewis to compile the closing set of documents 

relating to the debt subordination agreement. 

21. However, a Morgan Lewis associate supervised by Schernecke included the wrong 

version of the debt subordination agreement in the closing set.  

22. The version of the debt subordination agreement that Morgan Lewis included in the 

closing set they provided to Prospect was the earlier draft that defined “Keane Entities” to include 

KHI—that is, the draft of the agreement that gave Prospect turnover rights against SVB for all 

breaches of the debt subordination agreement, including with respect to unpermitted payments 

received from KHI, as opposed to the final version of the debt subordination agreement reviewed 

and approved by Morgan Lewis that carved KHI’s payments out of the turnover provision.  The 

earlier formulation that gave Prospect turnover rights against SVB for all breaches of the debt 

subordination agreement, including with respect to unpermitted payments received from KHI, was 

the version that Prospect approved and expected to be reflected in the final execution version. 

23. The incorrect version of the debt subordination agreement sent by Morgan Lewis 

to Prospect had the date filled-in and the parties’ signatures attached to the document leading 

Prospect to believe Morgan Lewis had sent the correct final signed document. 
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24. Prospect continued to rely upon the erroneous version of the debt subordination 

agreement to its detriment, and, on multiple occasions, Morgan Lewis continued to advise Prospect 

of Prospect’s rights against SVB under the wrong version of the debt subordination agreement 

until and during 2020. 

25. In April 2015, just four months after the consummation of the debt subordination 

agreement, Venio breached its covenants under the Prospect Loan Agreement.  Under the debt 

subordination agreement, SVB was prohibited from receiving payments on the SVB Loan if Venio 

was in default under the Prospect Loan Agreement. 

26. Prospect sought advice from Morgan Lewis as to Prospect’s rights under the debt 

subordination agreement.  In-house counsel for Prospect wrote, “[m]y reading of the SVB 

subordination agreement is that . . . Keane Holdings, Inc. [i.e., KHI] is a ‘Keane Entity’ that would 

be prevented from paying SVB interest . . . .” 

27. Defendant Schernecke of Morgan Lewis, who had recently negotiated the debt 

subordination agreement on behalf of Prospect, responded, “your responses below are in line with 

my recollection and thinking on these matters,” (emphasis added) confirming Prospect’s 

expectation that the debt subordination agreement was supposed to have given Prospect turnover 

rights against SVB for any breach of the debt subordination agreement, including any unpermitted 

payments by KHI to SVB. 

28. The performance of Venio continued to deteriorate, and Venio could not pay 

principal or interest on the Prospect Loan.  Lovell Minnick, the private equity firm that owned 

KHI, Venio, and Venio’s subsidiaries, sought a path to minimize its losses.  Lovell Minnick 

guaranteed the SVB Loan, which was set to mature in June 2018.  In December 2017, Lovell 
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Minnick negotiated a new loan from Citizens Bank N.A. (the “Citizens Bank Loan”) to KHI to 

pay off the SVB Loan. 

29. The payoff of the SVB Loan, totaling $12 million plus interest, in December 2017 

constituted a breach of the debt subordination agreement.  Venio had not yet paid off the senior 

loans from either Prospect or BMO, and the SVB Loan was not yet due and payable as of 

December 2017.  Moreover, the incurrence of indebtedness vis-à-vis the Citizens Bank Loan was 

an event of default under the Prospect Loan Agreement, which prohibited the payoff of the SVB 

Loan under the debt subordination agreement. 

30. Prospect did not find out about the existence of the Citizens Bank Loan until nearly 

a year later in October 2018. 

31. Prospect sought advice from Morgan Lewis as to its rights and remedies under the 

debt subordination agreement.  On October 24, 2018, Defendant Schernecke of Morgan Lewis 

wrote that he “reviewed the paperwork on this, including the Citizens document” and presumably 

the wrong version of the debt subordination agreement that Morgan Lewis included in the closing 

set, and opined that “I think it is clear that SVB was not entitled to be paid out on account of its 

debt until both BMO and Prospect are gone. SVB agreed to this contractually (see paragraph 1 of 

the Subordination Agreement) with BMO and Prospect. Each Keane entity, including Keane 

Holdings [i.e., KHI] (the new Citizens debt obligor) affirmed and agreed to all of these provisions 

and would be bound by them.” (Emphasis added.) 

32. Schernecke continued:  “The loan agreement default is helpful [providing recourse 

only against the borrower, Venio] but is far less helpful than the SVB subordination agreement, 

given that Keane Holdings is not one of our/BMO’s obligors, so is not bound by our [loan 
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agreement] covenants. This is one of the reasons I advocated so strongly for an SVB subordination 

agreement in the first place . . . .”  (Emphasis added.) 

33. Schernecke specifically referenced the turnover provision remedy as Prospect’s 

recourse against SVB: “I am also very surprised that SVB would have taken these funds, given the 

subordination agreement’s terms. I am also curious whether BMO has come to the same 

conclusions and would be supportive in a collective BMO/Prospect demand on SVB  . . . for 

payment to us of the funds they improperly received.”  (Emphasis added.)6 

34. Prospect did not immediately seek to enforce its rights and remedies under the debt 

subordination agreement against SVB, as Lovell Minnick, Prospect, and BMO sought to 

consensually restructure or sell Venio or its assets.  Venio explored various options with its lenders, 

including Prospect, to enable the potential for such lenders to be paid in full, including but not 

limited to: (a) investment of new cash by Venio’s indirect equity owner, Lovell Minnick; 

(b) converting some debt into equity and other possible credit restructuring to enhance value to 

Prospect; or (c) a sale of Venio at a price expected to fully repay Prospect and the other lenders to 

Venio. 

35. Prospect sought legal advice from Morgan Lewis in connection with Prospect’s 

negotiations with Venio and Lovell Minnick.  In 2019 and 2020, Prospect informed Morgan Lewis 

that Prospect’s negotiating strategy was based on Schernecke’s advice that SVB had breached the 

debt subordination agreement and that Prospect had a valid turnover remedy against SVB under 

the agreement.  Based on Morgan Lewis’s advice, Prospect decided that pursuing the turnover 

 
6 In an email the day before, Morgan Lewis also confirmed its understanding that under the debt 
subordination agreement, “SVB, itself, could be held responsible for turning things over to the 
senior creditors. . . . .” (emphasis added).  
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remedy would be the final step in its strategy if Venio was unable to repay Prospect’s loan in full 

and informed Schernecke of this decision.   

36. Venio continued to make ongoing debt service payments on its loans and continued 

to cooperate with the senior secured lenders in pursuing refinancing and other exit strategies, 

including retaining a financial advisor to sell Venio.  At the time, Venio and the financial advisor 

told Prospect and BMO that Venio and the financial advisor expected the aggregate proceeds from 

such a sale would be more than sufficient to repay the senior lenders in full.   

37. Eventually, instead of a single transaction, Venio sold its assets in separate 

transactions to two buyers in order to maximize sale proceeds and recovery to Venio’s senior 

secured lenders.  Morgan Lewis represented Prospect in both of the sales and advised that in the 

event the sales led to a shortfall for Prospect, Prospect could collect the balance of any shortfall 

from SVB under the debt subordination agreement.  Prospect trusted and relied upon Morgan 

Lewis to protect Prospect’s interests in the sales, including protecting Prospect’s right to pursue 

the turnover remedy.  For example, Morgan Lewis worked to structure the transactions so that the 

unpaid portion of Prospect’s senior debt would be left outstanding rather than deemed paid in full 

or otherwise extinguished from a partial repayment in order for Prospect to preserve its turnover 

claims against SVB.  Prospect consented to the transactions based on Morgan Lewis’s advice that 

the turnover remedy applied to SVB’s breach.   

38. The last and final sale of Venio’s assets closed on or about December 22, 2020, 

leaving Venio with virtually no assets.  Venio liquidated and transferred operations to its buyers.  

Prospect is now the only remaining senior secured lender to Venio, which owes Prospect 

$15,074,922.61, as of September 30, 2022, on its senior secured Prospect Loan to Venio.  Any 

funds from Venio’s liquidation are not expected to be material. 
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39. In October 2020, Prospect drafted a demand letter to SVB demanding that SVB 

turn over the proceeds of the Citizens Bank Loan pursuant to the debt subordination agreement.  

Prospect asked Morgan Lewis to review and comment on the demand letter, which Morgan Lewis 

did in multiple drafts.  In December 2020, Prospect delivered the demand letter to SVB.   

40. Prospect filed claims against SVB in January 2021, seeking to enforce the turnover 

provision based on the incorrect version of the debt subordination agreement.  In March 2021, 

counsel for SVB informed Prospect that Prospect’s complaint relied upon the wrong version of the 

debt subordination agreement that Morgan Lewis erroneously included in Prospect’s closing set.  

Prospect ultimately resolved its litigation with SVB. 

41. During the pendency of Prospect’s litigation with SVB, Prospect notified Morgan 

Lewis of Prospect’s potential claims and entered into a one-year tolling agreement with Morgan 

Lewis, which expired on October 20, 2022.   

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

42. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to CPLR § 301 as 

the Defendants are domiciled in New York State.  The Court has personal jurisdiction over all 

Defendants pursuant to CPLR § 302 because the causes of action alleged herein arise from (i) the 

Defendants’ transacting business in New York State, (ii) the Defendants having committed torts 

within New York State and/or (iii) the Defendants having committed torts without New York State 

causing injury to property within New York State.  Venue is proper pursuant to CPLR § 503, as 

one or more parties reside in New York County. 

PARTIES 

43. Plaintiff Prospect is a Maryland corporation with its principal place of business in 

New York, New York.  Prospect is a publicly-traded closed-end investment company that has 
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elected to be regulated as a business development company under the Investment Company Act of 

1940. 

44. Defendant Morgan Lewis is a Pennsylvania limited liability general partnership 

with offices in 31 cities, 18 of them in the U.S., including New York City. Many of its partners 

reside in New York.  On information and belief, Morgan Lewis is registered in New York as a 

foreign limited liability partnership. 

45. Defendant Matthew Schernecke is a member of the bar of the State of New York 

who worked in the New York office of Morgan Lewis at all relevant times.   

COUNT I 

Professional Negligence against all Defendants 

46. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations contained in the 

preceding paragraphs. 

47. Plaintiff and Defendants were in an attorney-client relationship. 

48. Defendants had an obligation to exercise the degree of care, skill and diligence 

commonly possessed and exercised by a member of the legal community in drafting a debt 

subordination agreement. 

49. An attorney exercising the degree of care, skill and diligence commonly possessed 

and exercised by a member of the legal community would not fail to detect a change in the 

definition of a key loan party that materially changes the terms of the agreement, such that the 

protection of the turnover provision which Prospect specifically requested was eliminated. 

50. An attorney exercising the degree of care, skill and diligence commonly possessed 

and exercised by a member of the legal community would not provide the client only with a copy 

of the subordination agreement that was not the final version in what that attorney represented 

were the final signed agreements for the transaction. 
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51. As set forth above, Defendants failed to exercise the degree of care, skill and 

diligence commonly  possessed by a member of the legal profession in the following ways, among 

others: 

  a. Failing to notice that the scope of the turnover provision in the debt 

subordination agreement had been drastically narrowed to Prospect’s detriment and was narrower 

in scope than the related operative debt subordination provision; thus, the debt subordination 

provision in paragraph 1 of the agreement prohibited unauthorized payments from KHI, but the 

turnover provision did not broadly apply to such payments, leaving Prospect without a turnover 

remedy when KHI paid down the SVB Loan in December 2017 in breach of the debt subordination 

agreement;  

  b. Failing to notify Prospect that the scope of the turnover provision in the debt 

subordination agreement had been drastically narrowed to Prospect’s detriment prior to the date 

of the execution of the debt subordination agreement and failing to confirm with Prospect that the 

change in scope was acceptable to Prospect (which it was not);  

  c. Putting the wrong version of the debt subordination agreement in the 

closing set of documents that Defendants delivered to Prospect following the execution of the debt 

subordination agreement; and 

  d. Advising Prospect of Prospect’s rights under the debt subordination 

agreement based on the wrong version of the debt subordination agreement. 

52. Had Defendants notified Prospect Capital that the definition of “Keane Entity” was 

changed in the preamble to the debt subordination agreement to exclude KHI, and thus, any 

payments SVB received from KHI in payment of the SVB Loan, even if such payments breached 

the debt subordination agreement, would not be subject to the turnover provision because the 
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turnover provision no longer included KHI, the borrower under the SVB Loan, Prospect Capital 

would not have signed the agreement.   

53. Instead, Prospect would have insisted that the turnover provision be amended so 

that any breach of the debt subordination agreement, such as KHI’s refinancing of SVB’s loan, 

would give Prospect the right to exercise the turnover remedy against SVB.   

54. Since it is customary in debt subordination agreements for the turnover remedy to 

apply to all breaches of the debt subordination agreement, Prospect’s request would have been an 

easy “give” for SVB.  Indeed, having agreed to what constituted a breach of the debt subordination 

agreement, all parties would have expected the key turnover remedy to work in tandem with and 

have the same scope as the subordination provision that included KHI, the borrower under the 

SVB Loan. 

55. Had KHI agreed to amend the turnover provision so that it applied to all breaches 

of the debt subordination, Prospect would have had a right to use the turnover remedy against SVB 

when KHI paid SVB in violation of the debt subordination agreement. 

56. As a result of Defendant’s legal malpractice, Plaintiff has been damaged in an 

amount to be determined at trial, but which is believed will be in an amount of not less than 

$12,000,000.00 plus interest. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 Plaintiff hereby demands trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands relief in Plaintiff’s favor and against Defendant as 

follows: 
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 (a) Judgment against Defendant in an amount of damages to be determined at a trial by 

jury;  

 (b) Interest, costs, legal fees and disbursements; and 

 (c) Any other relief the Court finds just and proper. 

 
Dated: New York, New York 
 October 21, 2022 
 

/s/ Adam M. Burton   
Adam M. Burton, Esq. 
Abraham Shaw, Esq. 
10 East 40th Street, 45th Floor 
New York, New York 10016 

    (212) 448-0702     
    aburton@prospectcap.com 
    ashaw@prospectcap.com 
    Counsel for Prospect Capital Corporation 
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